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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Jul 2014 11:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Getting well known and always in immaculate condition. I like to think of the reception level room as
'mine' as I have been in it every time I have visited massage Northampton with its shower right next
to the bed. Fine for parking, safety, cleanliness and shower.

The Lady:

Diana is a curvy black and pretty lady of about 30 who turned out to be my perfect sort of partner.

Dressed to look good in not much which suited me fine but also immediately obvious she was here
to let me have a good time.

The Story:

Started with kissing, continued with fondling through each other's underwear and kissing, moved on
to slipping hand into underwear and kissing and then removing underwear - all before Diana's killer
heels were off.

Onto the bed and omg - I have seen a few ladies in my time but Diana's hand and mouth skills are
amazing. I have no idea how she does it to such effect but I want to experience it again and again.

And no stinting on time - I tried decide whether I preferred watching as well as feeling or closing my
eyes to concentrate on the sensation of Diana's skills but she gave me time to enjoy both before
twisting round with a kiss or three so I could show my relatively mundane skills in 69 but she voiced
her appreciation.

Then onto sex and Diana has a lovely pussy that feels great and again there was no sense of rush.
At the end we chatted very freely and I left very very happy at my continuing skill/luck in knowing
how to pick brilliant women to go to bed with.
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